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Amy Myers
Amy Myers is a former publisher who has had a long and
distinguished career as an author, and is well-known for both her
crime fiction and historical sagas. She has had over 50 novels
published, and is also a sought-after contributor of short crime stories
to Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine and other magazines and
anthologies. Formerly based in Paris, she now lives in Kent in the
south of England with her American husband. She also writes under
the pseudonyms Laura Daniels and Harriet Hudson.

Dancing with Death
(A 1920s Nell Drury mystery)

For fans of Agatha Christie and ‘Downton Abbey’
1925. Nell Drury is chef at Wickens Court, the stately home of Marquess and
Marchioness Ansty. From humble beginnings she has risen from being a kitchen maid
at a luxurious London hotel to achieve her present position. Nell prepares a
sumptuous banquet for a huge party thrown by the Ansty family, the highlight of
which is a midnight Ghost Walk through the darkened corridors of the great house.
But a prank organised by young Richard Ansty to scare the guests by hiding and
making ghostly noises goes wrong when his friend, Charlie Parkyn-Wright, is found
murdered in the minstrels’ gallery. Scotland Yard is called, but it is Nell’s eye for detail
and knowledge of the house both above and below stairs that leads to the murderer.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Severn House Publishers
UK/US publication: November 2016
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Crime fiction
80,000 words

The Jack Colby car detective crime series
A contemporary crime series set in the English countryside. Classic car expert Jack Colby
helps the police solve crimes involving classic cars—a surprising number of which involve
murder. But life as a car detective can be a risky business and Jack frequently finds himself
driving headlong into danger. Intriguing plots, luscious settings and a charismatic protagonist
combine to make this series of wide appeal to crime fans and car enthusiasts alike.

Classic at Bay
The once-notorious cabaret singer Adora Ferne has twelve classic
Jaguar cars but is desperate for the thirteenth. Jack Colby is
commissioned to buy it from its owner, the Earl of Storrington. But
when a murder follows the earl's rejection of an offer, Jack finds
himself rushing headlong into danger as he uncovers the history of
the Jaguars and a mystery in the past of Adora Ferne.

Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Severn House Publishers
UK/US publication: March 2016
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80,000 words

Classic in the Dock
Jack Colby is delighted when his friend, the world famous artist
Giovanni, calls in on his way to Plumshaw Manor to paint a 1930s
Alfa Romeo racing car. But within hours Giovanni has been arrested
for murder! What follows brings nightmare to Jack, as he
investigates the crime. Did Giovanni really do it? Or is the murder
related to a village feud between two rival families? Nothing is as it
seems, except for the danger which Jack faces...
“This smoothly plotted and detailed cozy is suitably grounded in
classic-car legends and lore” Booklist
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Severn House Publishers
UK/US publication: 2015
Other titles available (all published by Severn House):
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Marsh & Daughter crime series
Peter and Georgia Marsh are a father-&-daughter team of detectives who investigate historic
cold cases where crimes committed long ago have sinister repercussions in the present. A
likeable father-daughter duo, strong sense of place and intriguing historical details will
appeal to all readers who enjoy cozy mysteries set in the English countryside.

Murder in Abbot’s Folly
Curiosity about a murder that took place in an 18th-century folly
draws Peter and Georgia Marsh to a Jane Austen-themed
summer gala at Stourdens, a crumbling Georgian mansion in Kent.
But instead of enjoying a literary day out, they are thrust into a
tense situation with a collection of Jane Austen’s letters—thought
to contain thrilling secrets about her love life at its heart. Should
they be published? Peter and Georgia are inadvertently caught
up in the battle—which soon turns deadly.

Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Severn House Publishers
UK/US publication: 2011
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Murder on the Old Road
When Peter and Georgia Marsh encounter a group of weirdlydressed 'pilgrims' on the Old Road to Canterbury, more is at stake
than the play the Chillingham Drama Group is shortly to perform.
The group are to re-enact a pilgrimage and production that took
place over forty years earlier, but that event ended in a murder
that has never been solved. Determined to discover the killer,
Marsh & Daughter set out on a dangerous journey.

Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Severn House Publishers
UK/US publication: 2010
Other titles available (all published by Severn House):
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Auguste Didier: Victorian Chef crime series
A series of mysteries featuring Auguste Didier, a French Master Chef who keeps finding
himself caught up in murder investigations. He follows each clue with the same fastidious
dedication that he applies to his culinary art. Perfect for readers who enjoy English country
house mysteries. ‘Reading like a cross between Hercule Poirot and Mrs Beeton…this feast of
entertainment is packed with splendid late-Victorian detail’ Library Journal

Murder in the Queen’s Boudoir
Auguste Didier accompanies a group of English aristocrats to
France, to stage a re-enactment at Le Petit Trianon in the hope
of seeing the ghost of Marie-Antoinette. There have been
several reported sightings at Versailles over the years, but on this
fateful day no fewer than three ghostly Marie-Antoinettes are
seen—but the dead body found in the royal bedchamber after
lunch is no illusion. Potential suspects abound: the victim had
more enemies than friends and everyone in the party is under
suspicion. Can master chef Auguste Didier find the killer before
another murder takes place?
Translation, audio, large print, film & TV rights: KKLA
WEL digital: Endeavour Press
Publication: June 2016

sara@keanekataria.co.uk
Crime fiction
247 pages

Murder with Majesty
Auguste Didier is employed as chef at Farthing Court for the forthcoming wedding of
Lord Mountfoy and his American heiress bride. But preparations for the wedding are
interrupted when the bridegroom is found murdered. Can Auguste solve the crime?
Translation, audio, large print, film & TV rights: KKLA
WEL digital: Endeavour Press
Publication: June 2016

Other titles available (all published by Headline in the UK):
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282 pages

Sheila Quigley
Sheila Quigley is a bestselling crime thriller author from
the north east of England, voted #7 in WH Smith’s 2015
poll of the best crime & thriller writers of all time. Known
as ‘the queen of Brit Grit’, her critically-acclaimed DI
Lorraine Hunt series is set in the fictional estate of Seahills.
Sheila is also the author of the DI Mike Yorke series which
has received praise-filled reviews from crime fans.

The Holy Island trilogy

A high octane trilogy of crime thrillers set on the holy island of Lindisfarne off the northeast coast of England, featuring DI Mike Yorke and clairvoyant street kid ‘Smiler’
Thorn in my Side
Detective Inspector Mike Yorke is looking forward to being back home in
the north east after three months in London—but he’s barely off the train
before he’s deep into the most bizarre case of his career. A viciously
flogged corpse. Children disappearing, the length of the A1. Horrific new
street drugs. And buried somewhere is a deadly secret that will lead him
down paths so dangerous, he will question the very fabric of society.
‘Quigley’s gripping thriller is a convincing portrayal of a violent underworld’
INDEPENDENT
Nowhere Man
DI Mike Yorke never mixes work and play, but the horror of his latest murder
case involving kidnapped kids, a drugs factory and ‘the Families'—a sinister
group that controls the world—has come a little too close to home. With his
Aunt May in a coma and street kid Smiler seeing doom at every turn, Mike
thinks he's seen the worst. He has no idea what's still to come. Everyone from
the lowlifes of the London streets to the monks on Holy Island become
involved in a race against time to save humanity.
The Final Countdown
In this gripping final instalment of the Holy Island trilogy, DI Mike Yorke is in
turmoil as he continues to grapple with a deadly case involving an
explosive secret going back to the dawn of time. Events unfold at a
breathless pace towards a dramatic and shocking conclusion that no one,
least of all Mike, could have seen coming.

Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Burgess Books
Published by Burgess Books
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The Seahills crime series
A gripping series of crime thrillers featuring Detective Inspector Lorraine Hunt, set
around the Seahills, a tough housing estate in the north east of England. ‘Sheila
Quigley is queen of the rough and tumble thriller. With her strong heroines and gritty
plots, she draws us into a shadowy world where only the strong survive.’ Tess Gerritsen
The Sound of Silence
There is a mysterious new family on the Seahills Estate—who are they and
why are they there? DI Lorraine Hunt must put her recent traumatic
experiences behind her in order to catch a vicious serial killer whose
trademark is that he scalps his victims.
‘Crime Noir doesn't get more powerful than this. A totally addictive series’
NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS

Lady in Red
One night, two senseless murders. DI Lorraine Hunt and her team are no
strangers to serious cases—but the evidence seems to point to someone
very close at hand. Who is the stranger in their midst? And can they catch
him before he kills again?

The Road to Hell
DI Lorraine Hunt is called to a gruesome murder scene. But the most
shocking thing is that Lorraine recognises the victim—and this murder seems
to be a copycat killing that echoes another grisly murder that happened
when she was a teenager. As Lorraine and her team track down the killer it
seems that this time it is personal.

Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Burgess Books
Published by Burgess Books
Other titles available (all published by Random House):
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Zoë Sharp
Zoë Sharp began her writing career as a freelance motoring
journalist while still in her teens, and then travelled the world as a
photo-journalist. Her first published novel was KILLER INSTINCT,
which introduced her feisty heroine Charlie Fox and expanded
into a prize-winning crime series. Zoë’s fiction has been shortlisted
for the CWA’s Short Story Dagger, the Mystery Writers of America’s
Edgar Award, Bouchercon’s Anthony Award, and the Benjamin
Franklin Award from the Independent Book Publishers' Association.
‘Zoë Sharp is at the top of her game’ Harlan Coben
‘Scarily good’ Lee Child

The Blood Whisperer
Top crime-scene specialist Kelly Jacks was once known as
‘the Blood Whisperer’, but that all ended the day she woke
next to a body, knife in hand and with no memory of what
happened. A prison sentence follows, and after that the
only work she can get is cleaning up crime scenes. When
she’s hired to clean up after a suicide, all her old instincts
come back into play as once again she finds herself caught
up in a dangerous situation and accused of murder.

Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
UK: Murderati Ink (2013)
USA: Felony & Mayhem (July 2016)
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The Charlie Fox crime series

Charlie Fox is a tough, self-sufficient heroine with a motorbike and an attitude. After
being kicked out of army Special Forces training, she becomes a self-defence
teacher for women and then joins her ex-Army colleague, Sean Meyer, as a crack
close protection expert. Winner of the 2015 Love Is Murder Award for Best Series
TV/Film option: US actress Kathleen Rose Perkins has optioned the Charlie Fox series. She
appears in NCIS Los Angeles and played Shawna Kelly in David Fincher’s Gone Girl opposite
Ben Affleck and Rosamund Pike. She was Executive Producer on Indie film The Better Half.

Fifth Victim
With her colleague Sean in a gunshot-induced coma, Charlie takes on
a solo job: to protect the naive daughter of an investment banker from
a gang of kidnappers. But a conflict arises when the man who shot
Sean emerges from hiding and Charlie’s scruples are put to the test.

Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
UK: Allison & Busby 2011
USA: Pegasus 2013
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Die Easy
Sean wakes from his coma with his memory shattered, so a celebrity
fundraising event in aid of New Orleans hurricane victims seems like an
ideal break. But an ambitious robbery explodes into a deadly hostage
situation, and Sean is at the centre of it. Trouble is, he doesn’t
remember why. This time Charlie’s on her own, but she is determined
she won’t die easy …
Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
UK: Murderati Ink 2012
USA: Pegasus 2013
Other titles available:
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A. J. Wright
A.J. Wright was born in Wigan and educated at Leeds University.
He has been shortlisted for the CWA Debut Dagger award and
won the Dundee International Fiction prize for his murder mystery
Act of Murder [Polygon, 2010]. His writing is inspired by his two
major interests: all things Victorian, and classic works from the
Golden Age of crime fiction. He is a former English teacher and
lives in Lancashire.

The Lancashire Detective crime series
Striking Murder
1893. Wigan is in the clutches of a harsh winter and
devastating national coal miners’ strike. Arthur Morris, a
wealthy mine owner whose determination to cut the
miners’ pay is one of the main causes of the strike, is found
brutally murdered in an alleyway. Detective Sergeant
Michael Brennan is give the task of finding who killed Morris,
but there are more questions than answers about what
happened on the night of the murder. As the victim’s
brother is the local MP, pressure mounts from Brennan’s
superior for a swift conclusion. But the steely hostility from
the miners and their families, as well as the Morris
household, hinder his enquiries. Aided by the redoubtable
Constable Jaggery, the pair are faced with no shortage of
suspects as secrets best left hidden are brought to light.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL rights: Allison & Busby
Published January 2016
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Elementary Murder
1894. Sergeant Brennan is called to a school in Wigan, after the body of a young
female teacher is discovered locked inside a classroom. Which of her fellow teachers
could have had a motive to murder her? Or is her death linked to the mysterious
disappearance of one of the pupils? Nothing is as it seems as Brennan discovers that
the clue to the murder leads back to a tragic event in the past.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL rights: Allison & Busby
Publication: Autumn 2016

sara@keanekataria.co.uk
Crime fiction
80,000 words

HISTORICAL FICTION
Malyn Bromfield
Ken Hagan
Amy Myers

Malyn Bromfield
Malyn Bromfield has been fascinated by the Tudor period most
of her life, and this has influenced her choice of subject for her
first novel Mayflowers for November. Recently she was runner up
in the BBC ‘End of Story’ writing competition. Malyn lives in West
Yorkshire and is currently writing her second historical novel.

Mayflowers for November
The daughter of servants in the royal palaces, young
Avis has an uncanny ability to predict the sex of an
unborn baby. This brings her to the attention of the
pregnant Anne Boleyn, desperate to produce the longawaited male heir for Henry VIII. Avis becomes part of
Anne’s household and witnesses her tragic downfall.
Shortly before her execution, Anne entrusts Avis with a
keepsake to deliver to her daughter, Elizabeth, after her
death—a commission which still remains unfulfilled many
years later as Mary Tudor dies and Elizabeth accedes to
the throne.
Will Avis at last dare to reveal the dangerous secret
about Anne she has kept silent about for so long?

Translation, audio, large print, film & TV rights: KKLA
WEL digital: Endeavour Press
Published February 2016
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Ken Hagan
Ken Hagan’s interest in Viking history was inspired by reading the
Icelandic sagas and visits to Viking-age graves. It may also have
some connection with his distant ancestry, his surname being derived
from a common Norse name Hakon. Now based in Lancashire, Ken
has had a successful career in corporate management and spent
some time working in the Middle East. Two further volumes in the
Viking Oydssey series are planned:

Forged in Ice

(Book 1 in the Viking Odyssey series)
950 AD: on the western shores of the Norse kingdom tenyear-old Kregin is about to leave for Iceland on his
father’s ship. Others will join them on the long voyage—
six ships in all—crewed by warrior families, who prefer
exile in Iceland and the possibilities it holds for a new life,
to subservience to the king. But on the day they leave,
Kregin is warned by his friend Helga that a conspiracy is
afoot: Drak, an associate of the king, is plotting to take
possession of Kregin’s father’s ship and kill all on board.
Kregin dismisses Helga’s warnings as fanciful, and says
nothing to his family—a decision he will live to regret.
Almost immediately, the voyage appears to bear out
Helga’s predictions, encountering a deadly threat soon
after setting sail. Kregin’s new life in Iceland turns out to
be very different from what he expected, and he must
grow up fast in a society marked by violence and feud.
For fans of Bernard Cornwell, Giles Kristian, Tim Severin and V.M. Whitworth.
Translation, audio, large print, film & TV rights: KKLA
WEL digital: Endeavour Press (November 2015)
German language rights: Piper Verlag (Autumn 2016)
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Amy Myers
Amy Myers is a former publisher who has had a long and
distinguished career as an author, and is well-known for both her
crime fiction and historical sagas. She has had over 50 novels
published, and is also a sought-after contributor of short crime stories
to Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine and other magazines and
anthologies. Formerly based in Paris, she now lives in Kent in the
south of England with her American husband. She also writes under
the pseudonyms Laura Daniels and Harriet Hudson.

The Seasons of War quartet
This engaging quartet charts the fortunes of the residents of Ashden Rectory during
the First World War. The Rector, his wife, their four beautiful daughters, Isabel, Caroline,
Felicia & Phoebe, son George and the Rectory servants all find themselves facing a
new world in which the established order has been overturned. Perfect for fans of
Downton Abbey and Suffragette, and reminiscent of The Cazalet Chronicles.

Summer’s End
Summer 1914: The Lilley family are busy with preparations for the wedding
of Isabel, the Rector’s oldest daughter. Her sister, Caroline, becomes
engaged to Reggie, the Squire’s son, and Felicia is drawn to his brother,
Daniel. When Aunt Tilly, the Rector’s sister, comes to stay the stability of
both the Rectory and the village is threatened when it is revealed that she
is a militant Suffragette. As war breaks out, Caroline and her sisters must
face up to daunting personal and social changes, which bring both
tragedy and a new freedom as women of all classes are called upon to
rise to the challenge of war.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Allison & Busby
Published August 2015
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Dark Harvest
March 1915: The Lilley family struggles to cope with the changes the war
brings. With her fiancé, Reggie, away at the Front, Caroline gives up her
job as a VAD at his request. Frustrated in her desire to help the war effort,
she throws herself into organising the women of the village to work on the
land—and runs up against Reggie’s mother, the formidable Lady
Hunney, who doesn’t believe such work is suitable for her future
daughter-in-law. Caroline’s sister, Felicia, departs to join Aunt Tilly, now an
ambulance driver on the Western Front, and Phoebe and George
eagerly await their chance to leave the village.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Allison & Busby
Published September 2015
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Winter Roses
1916: With no end to the war in sight, bereavements and shortages take
their toll. George Lilley joins the Royal Flying Corps and his four sisters find
their own ways of contributing to the war effort. As she comes to terms
with her broken engagement to Reggie, Caroline continues with her
agricultural work at home until tragedy forces her into leaving Ashden.
Plunged into the world of military intelligence, she attempts to rebuild her
personal life and renews contact with enigmatic Belgian liaison officer
Yves Rosier. But how can she tell if this new relationship is right? And will
the war give them the chance to find out?
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Allison & Busby
Publication: July 2016
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Songs of Spring
Christmas 1917: As the Lilley family gathers at Ashden Rectory the mood is
far from festive. Caroline’s parents oppose her love for Belgian Army
intelligence officer Captain Yves Rosier, and she is forced to leave
abruptly. Phoebe falls in love with a divorced music hall singer and she
too incurs her parents’ disapproval. But 1918 brings with it fresh tragedy.
Caroline finds herself back in Ashden as the war grinds towards an
uncertain end. The Rectory must open its doors to a new world, its
inhabitants strengthened by the grief and happiness that has bound them
together during the long years of war.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Allison & Busby
Publication: July 2016
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ROMANTIC FICTION
Jean Burnett
Laura Daniels
Sareeta Domingo
Harriet Hudson
Chrissie Loveday

Jean Burnett
Jean Burnett’s first published work was a short story in Jackie
magazine. Her travel memoir Vagabond Shoes won the
University of Winchester Writers’ Prize for non-fiction. Jean has
also been a journalist, advertising copywriter and creative
writing tutor. Her first novel featuring Elizabeth Bennet’s
wayward youngest sister Lydia was published in 2012 by Little,
Brown in the UK as Who Needs Mr Darcy? and in the USA by
Pegasus as The Bad Miss Bennet.

The Bad Miss Bennet Abroad
A delightful Regency romance for fans of Pride and Prejudice
After George Wickham’s untimely demise on the battlefield at
Waterloo, merry widow Lydia Wickham, née Bennet, is on the
search for a rich husband. Having failed to find one in Europe, she
embarks on a voyage to Brazil accompanied by her trusty maid,
Adelaide, to join the exiled Portuguese Court in Rio de Janeiro,
where she soon catches the eye of the heir, Dom Pedro—with very
awkward consequences.
After a most adventurous year, Lydia is despatched to England,
but during the voyage back she stops in Bermuda, makes a
second disastrous marriage and is then obliged, after a brief visit to Pemberley, to
accompany her impecunious husband to India. Will Lydia ever succeed in her quest for ‘an
agreeable husband with an estate and two matching footmen’, or will her taste for
adventure lead her astray yet again?
Translation, audio, large print, film & TV rights: KKLA
WEL digital: Canelo
Publication: May 2016
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Laura Daniels
Laura Daniels is a pseudonym of Amy Myers.

Pleasant Vices
A perceptive and startling novel in the tradition of Rosamunde Pilcher
The glamorous partnership of actors Gerald and Isabel Partridge,
both on and off the stage, is still legendary fifty years after their
tragic early deaths. Their beautiful old home ‘Mistleden Ladies’ in
the Kent countryside is open to the public and is run by the
Partridges’ only child, the redoubtable Winifred Fleming, and her
former daughter-in-law, Eve, estranged wife of Winifred’s son, Rick.
Eve adores the old house and the legacy of Rick’s famous
grandparents. But the chance discovery of a missing miniature
and the looming publication of a book that threatens the family’s
reputation make Eve determined to seek out the truth about the
Partridges. She is plunged into a dangerous maze in which no path
is as it seems—and at its centre lies a secret which throws the family
into turmoil and forces it to question its values and illustrious past.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Headline Publishing Group
Published May 2015
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The Lakenham Folly
The old Folly has been abandoned since twenty young men,
known as ‘the Lakenham Set’, marched out to war in 1914. When
the last survivor of the group, General Reginald Maitland, brings his
granddaughter Gemma to the Folly on his hundredth birthday, he
entrusts to her one final, vital mission: to find Ted Parsons, who is the
key to a lost fortune left by the Lakenham Set. But Ted disappeared
shortly after the Second World War. Is he alive or dead?
Gemma’s quest takes her to Florence and the world of
Renaissance art, but she soon finds that nothing is as it seems and
is forced to question the motives of the people closest to her. Her
very survival is at stake as she is forced to ask whether the deaths
that follow in the wake of her investigations are accidental,
natural—or something altogether more sinister.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Headline Publishing Group
Published May 2015
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Sareeta Domingo
Sareeta Domingo is a writer and editor from South East
London, with a BA in Comparative American Studies
from the University of Warwick. Her work includes
erotic short stories published in compilations for Agent
Provocateur and an erotic novella published by
Pavilion Books. Her debut novel The Nearness of You
will be published by Piatkus in May 2016. Sareeta also
writes reviews of contemporary romance titles on her
blog The Palate Cleanser.

The Nearness of You
What if you fell in love with the one person you could never have?
Since the moment they first met, Ryan and Taylor have
shared an unspoken, inexplicable bond. Taylor’s
drawn to Ryan more strongly than she thought possible
and for some reason he alone seems able to lift her out
of the darkness in her past.
But Ryan is with Marcy—her best friend.
Marcy stood by Taylor when everything else had fallen
apart, and Taylor refuses to risk their friendship now.
Somehow she needs to resist what she’s feeling. Yet,
when Marcy leaves for a few weeks just as Ryan moves
in to their shared flat, the tension grows to unbearable
proportions. As the line between right and wrong
becomes blurred, Taylor will have to decide whether
she can—or should—turn away from what might be
the love of her life.
Evocative, moving and heartrendingly romantic, this is a story about real life, true love
and the power of friendship from an exciting new UK author.
Film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
World All Languages: Piatkus
Publication: May 2016
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Harriet Hudson
Harriet Hudson is a pseudonym of Amy Myers.

The Girl from Gadsby’s
A story of love and betrayal novel set in a department store that will appeal to fans
of the internationally-acclaimed TV series Mr Selfridge
When beautiful musical comedy star Melissa Hargreaves’ petulant
complaint to the management of Gadsby's famous fashion store leads
to her unfair dismissal, shopgirl Nell Watkins decides to confront her. But
unknown to Nell, Melissa is engaged to Tom Gadsby, with whom Nell is
in love from afar. Melissa uses her influence to get Nell promoted to
buyer in the fashion department. Nell is thrilled with this opportunity and
excited at the possibilities her friendship with the glamorous Melissa
bring. But her new life also brings heartache, for Tom is totally under
Melissa's spell, and even when she deceives him, he forgives her—time
and time again. Yet, Melissa and Nell's friendship seems destined to
survive against all the odds.
Translation, film & TV rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Headline Publishing Group
Published: 2014

Other titles available:
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Chrissie Loveday
Chrissie Loveday is a popular British author of romantic fiction who
has had over 30 books published. A former teacher and chef, she
lives in Cornwall, the setting for many of her novels.

A Small Town Affair
Wealthy heiress Georgie has had enough of having her life controlled by
others. Armed with a new identity, she escapes to a small Cornish seaside
town where she finds a job in a café. Life is simple until she meets gorgeous
Jay Jacobs—dark, brooding and intent on sweeping her off her feet. It
appears Jay could be the answer to all her problems. But is he really all that
he seems? With warnings ringing in her ears, should she trust her instincts or
keep her distance? Georgie is about to find out how tough independence
can be…
Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Endeavour Press
Published 2014
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A Love Shared
Sarah has never believed in love—working as a divorce lawyer is enough to
turn any romantic into a cynic. For that reason, there is only one significant
other in her life: Major, her beloved horse. But when Sarah injures her arm,
she finds herself struggling to look after Major. A handsome stranger, riding
past the entrance to her small paddock, offers to help out until she is back
to full health. Sarah really needs his help but is it all too good to be true?
Especially when the handsome stranger turns out to be Alex Weston, the new
senior partner in her law firm. Is Sarah right to be cynical about love?
Translation rights: Keane Kataria Literary Agency
WEL: Endeavour Press
Published 2014

Other titles available (published by Endeavour Press):
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